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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Purpose 
This ls a study of the referrals to the Social 
Service Department ot the Massachusetts Memorial Hospi-
tals of patients receiving care from the Home Medical 
Service. Dr. Henry J. Bakst, Director of the Home Medi-
cal Service, suggested this study. 
The following questions were raised by the author in 
order to gulde this study: l) Who are the people refer-
red, wlth particular referrence to the age groupings, 
illnesses, economic status, marital status and sex? 
2) What are the reasons for referral to Social Service? 
3) Who is the originator of the referral? 4) Are there 
other problems than the reasons for referral? 
This ln general provides the frame of reference for 
this study. 
Method 2! Stud_z 
Thls study includes all new referrals and cases re-
opened upon referral from the Home Medical Service during 
January 1, 1950 through June 30, 1950. The author had 
wished to attempt a more ambitious study covering a oalen-
-~ ---=-- ---
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der year but had to llmlt the number of cases. Thls six-
month period includes also portions of three seasons of 
the year and ts felt to be a representative sample. The 
time of year affects medical care and med1cal-soclal 
problems. 
One hundred and ten cases are the basts of this 
study. Sixteen add 1 ttonal referrals were made d urlng th1 s 
period but were unrecorded and therefore not usable. The 
number used actually represents the minimal number of re-
ferrals. 
The cases were obtained from the monthly statistical 
sheets of the social worker in the Home Medical Service. 
A schedule was devised, covering the points mentioned ln 
the purpose of the study, ln order to facilitate the ac-
cumulation of data. After the material was gathered il-
lustrations were chosen to supplement in a descriptive way 
the statistical analysts. Tables can give one a picture 11 
of the problem but do not give an understanding of the 
social situation involved. 
L1m1tat1one 
There are certain limitations naturally associated 
wlth any study of this type. In some cases when the re-
ferral was made for med1cat1on or medical 1nformatlon lt 
was not deemed necessary by the worker to see either the 
2 
patient or a member of his family as the information was 
readily available. Another limttatton was found in the 
lack of definite statement tn the record as to what the 
problem was as the worker and other interested members 
saw it. Thts was distinctly true ln cases where limited 
service was given and therefore summary recording or no 
recording was utilized. The author is not evaluating the 
quality of case work but rather defining areas -of function 
and types of problems. 
Referral Form and Method of Referral ~~~~ ---- --- -- --------
It ls felt by the author that this ls an appropriate 
opportunity to introduce the referral form and method of 
referral. The externs* on the Service are introduced to 
the standard referral form during the orientation meeting 
of the Social Service Conference conducted by the social 
worker on the Service. The reasons for the questions on 
the form and the importance of thetr being properly an-
swered are discussed. The externs may refer cases at any 
tlme. The procedure ts to utilize the form although prior 
to the completion of the form there may be an informal 
discussion wlth the worker. Many oases which are active 
*The externs are the fourth year medical students 
who are assigned to the Home Medical Service for a month. 
- -
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with or have been known to the worker may be discussed in-
formally, thereby eltmlnattng a new referral. Some cases 
which are known to be active wtth another a~ncy may be 
referred to them. 
The questions on the referral form when answered give 
identifying informatton, a picture of the family, finan-
cial status, any mental or physical handicap to the 
present illness, where the patient has received previous 
medical care, diagnosis of present illness (but the worker 
still has to refer to the medical record tor detailed in-
formation), problem for which the patient is referred, 
some brief description of the discussion the extern has 
had with the patient regarding his or his family's re-
ferral to Social Service and whether or not the patient is 
able to come to the Out-Patient Department to see worker. 
These answers are important to the worker in acquainting 
her wlth the patient and hls problem. 
II 
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CHAPTER II 
SETTING 
"The hospital that serves the public best does not 
11mlt its superior sclentif1o faellit1es to the patient 
within its walls. It reaches out into the community with 
its wares because it has a monopoly which is vital to 
public health progress."l 
The Out-Patient Department of the Massachusetts 
Memorial Hospitals houses the Home Medical Service. The 
district is comprised of a square mile area around the 
hoepl tal which includes most of the South End and a por-
tion ot Roabury. In this area there are approximately 
50,000 people ot varled race and cultural groups. 
Calls are received from eight o'clock in the morning 
to three o'clock in the afternoon by a registered nurse. 
She obtains information regarding the nature and length 
ot the illness, identifying information and screens the 
patients as to f1nsnc1al and medical eligibility. Ambula- 1 
tory cases are referred to the Out-Patient Department and 
emergency cases to the Boston Clty Hospital. The requests 
tor care are derived mainly from the people living in the 
lE. M. Bluestone, "Home Care: An Extramural Hospi-
tal Function," Survey Mtdmonthly, 84:99, April, 1948. 
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district, but some patients who live in this area are re-
ferred by other hospitals for care following discharge and 
by other social agencies. During 1950 4,946 initial visits 
were made to patients and with follow-up visits the total 
number of visits were 14,735. Ninety per cent of the 
patients seen are treated at home. 
Every fourth year student is assigned for a month to 
the Home Medical Service in groups of four to six. There 
is an elective of an additional month. The extern, as he 
is now known, makes the initial vista to the patient the 
same day as the call is received. Two residents, who are 
assigned to the Service, meet with the externs each after-
noon and check the patients seen that day. A working 
diagnosis is decided upon and treatment is instituted. 
The resident functions as a consultant and does not break 
the relationship between the extern and the patient. Each 
morning a conference is bald with the Director of the Home 
Medical Service and all cases are discussed. At this time 
diagnosis, management and further follow-up are discussed. 
Facilities are available for various laboratory and 
diagnostic tests. Routine urinalyses and blood studies 
can be carried out. A portable ele ctrocard to graph machine, 
vital capacity apparatus and scales can be brought into the 
home. Photofluorograms are provided through the Chest 
0 
Survey Cllnlc at the Massachusetts Memorial Hospitals. 
The Department of Bacteriology has made available facil1-
t1es for bacteriological investigation. The facilities of 
the Boston Health Department are utilized for speciftc 
diseases .2 
When a patient improves but continues to need further 
care he ts referred to the Out-Patient Department. There 
is continuity as the residents of the Home Medical Service 
are in the Medical Cllnlc each morning. When a patient is 
referred for hospltallzatlon he is hosp1tal1zed at the 
Massachusetts Memorial Hospitals or on the Boston Univers-
sity Medical School wards at the Boston City Hospital. 
The ex terns are then able to follow the patients there. 
Whenever a particular problem arises where a special con-
sultatlon is felt desirable lt can be made available 
through the cooperation of the special services of the 
Massachusetts Memorial Hospitals. 
The nurse, who 1 s a member of the Home Mad leal Service 
Staff, instructs each new group of externs in practical 
and basic nursing procedures that may be carried out in 
the home. She prepares sterile kits, supervises and main-
2Henry J. Bakst, "A Domiciliary Medical Care Pro-
gram as an Integrated Facility ln the Medical Curriculum," 
Journal ot the Association of American Medical Colleges, 
25:409, Tovember, 1950. -
=--=--
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tains the supply of medication and diagnostic material, 
assists in preparing reports, and checks and files records 
which the externs maintain. 
The Visiting Nurse Association has an excellent work-
ing relationship with tbe Home Medical Service. At the 
beginning of each new group the supervisor of the South 
End Unit meets with the externs and discusses the type of 
nursing which they may expect from the Association. The 
Visiting Nurse Association cares tor patient who are acute-
ly or chronically 111, provides physiotherapy, surgical 
dressings, dietary help and advlce ln health problems. 
In November, 1949 a full-time social worker was as-
signed to the Home Medical Service. She participates in 
the teaching of social and emotional factors to the ex-
terns as well as carrying a case load. Each week a con-
terence is held with the externs, the first being an in-
doctrination meeting and the following weeks specific 
cases are discussed. The Director of the Home Medical 
Service presides over the case sessions and participates 
actively. The social worker leads the orientation con-
ferences in which the social worker and medical students 
participate. Various staff members and visitors from 
other asencies attend although this is basically for the 
II ex terns. 
==----- -- - ----=-=-- --===.. -=--
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The primary objectives of these conferences follow 
the purposes as outlined by Eleanor Cockerill. 
To give the medical student an awareness of 
social and emotional factors that may complement 
care of individual patients; to help him recognize 
and to evaluate social symptoms; to give him an 
understanding of means by which the patient can 
be helped with h1a social problems; to give him 
soma knowledge of organization of community re-
sources so that as a private physlolan he will be 
able to use them lntelllgently; to stimulate his 
interest ln the social problems of the day and to 
present the different points of view toward these 
problems in order to arouse his interest as a ci-
tizen; to show the complementary services of the 
physician and the social worker.3 
The social worker on the Home Medical Service keeps 
contact with the patients referred to her after they be-
come ambulatory if a relationship was established in the 
beginning. If the service was a brief one and the patient 
ls referred to the Out-Patient Department the social work-
er ln the clinic will follow the patient. In the Family 
Study Program the social workers in the Out-Patient Depa~ 
ment and the Home Medical Service usually do not follow 
these pat tents. The Home Medical Service worker may act 
as a liason with a medical facility. Among the other re-
sponsib111 ties of the worker on the Service ls the super-
vision and training of two social work students, one of 
whom 1s the author. 
3curran, Jean A., and Eleanor Cockerill, Widening 
Horizons ~ _M_e_d_i_c_a~l Education, p. 204. 
9 
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A two hour conference ts held weekly with a member 
of the Department of Psychiatry. There is a discussion 
of specific symptoms both ln relation to the family back-
ground and interpersonal relationships. The social work-
er presents what information she can obtain from the 
social service record and from other agencies which have 
known the patient and hts. family. The worker provides 
collateral information to fill tn the gaps and make more 
meaningful the information the student has given. This 
may be a case which ts active with the social worker or 
lt may be that referral to social service will be made 
following this conference. In the latter instance the 
worker would discuss the role that she feels she can play 
ln this situation and the community resources she might be 
able to utilize. 
The Famlly Study Program has been ln operation since 
January, 1950. Each third year medical student is as-
signed a family which has been known to the Home Medical 
Service. A household unit usually has several young 
children and a member wlth a chronic disease. The student 
plays the role of a health advisor and carries this family 
through his third and fourth years of training. When the 
family is assigned an outline is given the student to help ' 
htm gain knowledge of the family, home, environment, eco-
~0 
nomic statue, social history, physical history and exam-
. 
inatlon of each member of the family unit. The student 
will be faced with the problems of mana~ment of acute 
problems, chronic lllness, immunization of children, and 
social, economic and emotional factors related to illness. 
There are two preceptors assigned to this program who help 
students with medical problems. Because the cases were 
selected from the Home Medical Service, there ls an over-
lapping between services provided by the thlrd year student 
and the extern on the Service. If the student following 
the Family is on a service where he cannot ~t to see them 
the same day the Home Medical Service extern takes the 
call. The student will receive a report of the ftndlngs 
in order that he may have a complete picture of hls 
Family. A psychiatrist is a member of the staff and ls 
available to the students for specific problems and help 
. with interviewing techniques. Two social workers, one for 
each class, help the students to attain a better under-
standing of the family and also help with specific problema 
The worker connected wlth the Home Medical Service acts as 
a consultant to the fourth year class.4 
The author believes lt would be of value to give at 
this time some background information regarding this 
4Bakst, 22• ~., pp. 450-451. 
Servlce. About 1875 the Dlstrlct Servlce (as lt was then 
known) began at the Massachusetts Memorial Hospitals. In 
the beginnings of this program it operated more as a com-
munity service than meeting the educational needs of tbe 
medical students. It was a twenty-four hour service giv-
ing medical care to the non-ambulatory medically indigent 
of the dlstrlct. One thousand flve hundred and seven 
patients were treated in their homes in 1877, with a total 
of 5,887 visits.5 
In July, 1948 there was a re-organization of the 
Home Medical Service. It ls now under the Divlslon of 
Social and Environmental Medicine of the Department of 
Medtclne of Boston University School of Medicine. The 
program ls directed toward the educational aspects and 
thle is paralleled by the community aspects. The object-
ives were established as: 
1) Primary responsiblllty for the student 
under adequate supervision in hls relattonshlp 
wl th patients ••• 2) e:xperience for the student 
in varied and inclusive problems of general 
praetlce ••• 3) the teaching of medicine with the 
patient in his natural environment ••• 4} emphasis 
on social and emotional factors ln illness ••• 
5) attention toward preventive medicine at the 
level of the individual family and patient ••• 
6) famlllarlty wlth the use of public and private 
agencies ln the care of the patient ••• 7) coordt-
Sraeture given by Dr. Henry J. Bakst to Social Work 
Students at the Massachusetts Memorial Hospitals on 
November 23, 1950. 
#=--o--
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nation of the interests of specialties into a 
careful approach toward the patient and his prob-
lem ••• 8) emphasis on the concept of medicine as a 
social as well as a natural science.6 
It is interesting to note that home medical care 
actually antedates hospital care. Philadelphia in 1786 
was the first to provide medical care for the patient in 
his home and in 1790 New York instituted a similar program. 
The Boston Dispensary service which still continues dates 
from 1796. This agency provides care for the acute and 
chronically medically needy in a portion of Boston. In 
the Boston Dispensary organization six residents are re-
sponsible for the care of the patient and student assist-
ants are assigned cases for follow-up. A social worker 
is a member of the staff and participates in the care of 
the patient and the teaching of medical and social service 
students. 
The Home Care program of Monteflore Hospital was 1n-
itlated on January 1, 1947 with 1ts main efforts directed 
toward the problems of the care of chronic disease. They 
have transferred the facllitles of the hospital to the 
home and discharge patients at a much earlier date. Their 
program has helped the patient participate in normal 
6Henry J. Bakst, "Social and Environmental Medicine: 
The Home Medical Service," The Boston Medical Quartlery, 
1:18, June, 1950. 
family llvtng and has been of value in providing the hos-
pital with more beds for active medical treatment. The 
role of the social worker is defined in four areas: 
l) case selection, 2) preparation of the patient and the 
family for patient's discharge, 3) actual arrangements 
for patient's leaving, 4) and social service to the patient 
in the home." 7 
The Monteflore plan provides care only for tbe chronic 
patients upon discharge from the hospital whereas the 
Massachusetts Memorial Hospitals and Boston Dispensary pro-
vide general mad teal care which includes care to peopla in 
all age groups who have acute and also continual illness. 
There may be variation amongst the various home care pro-
grams in the manner in which the service is provided, or-
ganization responsible for provision and types of illness 
cared for. Whatever the variation these home care programs 
demonstrate positive value to the patient, his famlly, the , 
hospital and the community. 
7Minna Field, "The Role of Medical Social Work in 
a Hospital Home Care Program," The Jewish Social Service 
Suarterly, 25:106, September, 1~. 
14 
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CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
TABIE I 
DISTRIBUTION OF CASES BY AGE OF PATIENTS 
Age No. Per Cent 
Less than 1 year 3 3 
1 4 10 9 
5 
- 9 12 10.5 
10 
- 14 3 3 
15 ... 19 1 1 
20 - 29 10 9 
30 
- 39 12 10.5 
40 
- 49 11 · 10 
50 - 59 3 3 
60 
- 69 23 21 
70 and up 22 20 
Total 110 100.0 
- -- =--===---=-=-= 
The extent of pedlatr1c care provided by the Home 
Medical Service ls illustrated by the fact that in one 
calender year 61.4 per cent of the patients were under 
ten years of age. Twenty-two and five tenths per cent 
of the total cases referred to the Social Service Depart-
ment were under ten years of age. Only 4 per cent of the 
referrals were · in the age grouping of ten to twenty. A-
bout 20 per cent of the patients referred were twenty to 
forty. Thirteen per cent of the patients were forty to 
sixty and 21 per cent were sixty to slxty-nlne. In tbe 
group where chronic disease would be most prevalent there 
were 41 per cent of the total number of referrals. Twenty 
per cent of the patients referred were over seventy. 
TABLE II 
DISTRIBUTION OF CASES BY SEX OF THE PATIENTS 
Se.:x 
Male 
Female 
Total 
No. 
38 
72 
110 
Per Cent 
35 
65 
1.00 
.LO 
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TABLE III 
DISTRIBUTION OF CASES BY RACE OF THE PATIENTS 
Race 
White 
Negro 
Chinese 
Total 
No. 
77 
32 
1 
110 
Per Cent 
70 
29 
1 
100 
It is interesting to note that although there is a 
lar~ Chinese population in a con~sted area of the dis-
trict only one case was referred to Social Service. 
Three cases of the Chinese race were given care by the 
Home Medical Service during 1950 and these patients each 
had one member of their family who was of the white race. 
II Very few Chinese patients visit the Out-Patient Department 
and 1 t is believed that the majority of the Chinese people I 
in this area utilize the services of private physicians. 
17 
TABLE IV 
DISTRIBUTION OF CASES BY MARITAL STATUS 
OF EIGHTY-'IWO PATIENTS 
Marital Status No. Per Cent 
Single 7 9.0 
Married 29 35.3 
Widowed 23 28.0 
Divorced 2 2.4 
Separated 10 - 12.1 
Unknown 11 13.2 
Total 100.0 
Fifty-one per cent of the patients are without spouse s 
and 35.3 per cent are marrted .tbe marital status of there-
ma1ning cases are unknown. The marital status is of im-
portance when home medical care ls given as lt affects tbe 
entire family and involves the care of the patient. 
*This chart represents those patients of marital 
a@S. There are twenty-seven additional referrals of non-
marrlagable ages and one additional referral of a patient 
nineteen years of age who was unmarried. 
'I 
I 
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TABLE V 
DISTRIBUTION OF CASES BY AID STATUS OF TEE PATIENTS 
Aid Status No. Per Cent 
Aid to Dependent Children 15 14 
Old Age Assistance 25 23 
Gane ral Relief 33 30 
Aid to the Blind 1 1 
Veteran's Benefits 0 0 
No Aid 23 21 
Unknown 13 11 
Total 110 100 
As Table V indicates 6• per cent of the patients re-
ferred are receiving some form of public assistance. 
None of the patients are recipients of Veteran's Benefits. 
Twenty-one per cent receive no aid and the aid status of 
11 per cent is uknown. This group is known to be medi-
cally indigent as people who can pay for medical care are 
screened out by the nurse when the call is received and 
referred to local phys1c1ans. 
19 
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The aid status of the patient is an important factor 
when planning nursing home care, hospitalization of the 
patient, housekeeping service and other needs. Thls has 
been brought home vividly to the author on the Home Medi-
cal Service in relation to acquiring the services of other 
asancles which have to be paid for. Old Age Assistance and 
Ald to Dependent Children have more funds available than 
other agencies for meeting the medical needs of their re-
cipients. Since October, 1950 the Home Medical Service ls 
being reimbursed at the rate of $2.12 per home visit by 
the two above mentioned agencies. 
The Home Medical Service provides medical · care for 
patients who are acutely and chronically ill but Table VI, 
page 21, points out the fact that 55 per cent of the re-
ferrals are made for patients with chronic diseases. 
Many of the patients who were ill wtth chronic disease had 
more than one illness. Forty-five patients had more than 
one chronic disease. Fifteen had only one d laesae. Among 
the chronlc diseases found elther singly or in groups are: ' 
arterlosclerotlc heart disease, asthma, carcinoma, cerebral 
vascular accident, diabetes mellitus, duodenal ulcer, gen-
eralized arterlosclerosle, hypertension, hypertensive 
heart disease, Parkinson's Disease and rheumatic fever • 
20 
TABLE VI 
DISTRIBUTION OF CASES BY DISEASES OF THE PATffiNTS 
Diseases No. Per Cent 
Acute Medical and Surgical 22 20 
Chronic 60 55 
Contagious Dl seases 11 10 
Gynecological and 6 5 Obstetrical 
Psychological 7 6 
Asymptomatic 4 • 
Total 110 100 
Some of the acute diseases whtch the Servtce gave 
medical care tor are: acute follicular tonstll1tis, acute 
rheumatic fever, atypical pneumonia, otitis media and up-
per respiratory infections. A number of the patients wlth 
chronic disease were also seen for some type of acute 
illness. 
There were seven patients with contagious diseases 
referred and included in thls group were the diseases of 
21 
childhood: three cases of mumps, one of impetigo and two 
cases of diptherla. One case of Sonne's dysen·tar;r was 
treated during this period. 
Gynecological and obstetrical cases were six in 
number. Most of these cases were referred to the Out-
Patient Departments of the Massachusetts Memorial Hospitals 
or Boston City Hospital for follow-up. At one ttme this 
Service did deliver children but after some study was made 
it was felt that there was no need for the continuation 
of tt. 
The psychiatric or psychological problems were the 
third highest group, seven in number, and were quite varled. 
The age group varied from childhood to old age. Various 
psychological problems were stated in the referral as: 
·.· 
acute anxiety hysteria, depressive state, enuresis, 
"nervousness," senile psychosis and psychoneurosis. An-
other factor in evidence that was noted was that some of 
the chronic patients who are elderly are senile and this 
therefore complicates the problem. 
Four referrals were made for patients who were asymp-
tomatic. It may appear strange to find referrals for 
people wtthout any disease but these referrals were for 
patients or rather members of a Family Study Program. In 
most instances the referral was made for collateral inform-
22 
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ation. Usually the information was gathered for presenta-
tion at a conference. 
Acute disease involves less of the worker's time and 
effort. This is due to the shorter length of incepacita-
tlon end ttme the patient remains in the confines of his 
home; which means that the person is lese ot e financial, 
social and emotional burden to himself, his family and the 
community. The chronic illness taxes the patient and his 
family greatly and in this area the social worker finds 
most of the problems on this Service. 
TABLE VII 
DISTRIBUTION OF CASES BY THE ORIGIN OF REFERRAL 
Origin No. Per Cent 
Ex terns 87 79.1 
Public Welfare 15 13.7 
Visiting Nurse Association 2 1.8 
Pat lent 2 1.8 
Family 2 1.8 
Other Agencies 2 1.8 
Total 110 100.0 
23 
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Table VII gives a survey of the origins of referral. 
All the referrals made by the Public Welfare Department, 
79.1 per cent, were for medical information. Many of the 
requests were made on "blue" forms which solicit informa-
tion regarding the diagnosis, prognosis, treatment and 
other social implications. Some wor~rs for Aid to 
Dependent Children and Old Age Assistance send semi-annual 
requests for medical information regarding their clients. 
There were also informal discussions with the Overseers of 
Public Welfare workers. The author learned when speaking 
to the social worker on the Service that there were calls 
received from the Public Welfare workers for medical care 
for their clients which the social worker referred to .the 
nurse on the Home Medical Service. The social worker may 
at the other worker's request inform him as to the medical 
findings and this may or mar not be recorded statistically. 
After discussion wlth the social worker it was also 
learned why there was such a low number of referrals from 
the Visiting Nurse Assoclatlon. The supervisor of the 
South End Unit is present during all Social Service con-
ferences and informally may discuss a case thus eliminat-
ing a referral. One of the referrals made by this agency 
was for arran@Bment for Out-Patient Department care which 
also involved transportation; the other referral was 
--- -=-=- -=-
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stated as transportation and clarification of the roles of 
the various a~ncies involved in the care of the patient. 
Some of the cases that the Visiting Nurse Association ptck 
up may have already been known to the worker as the 
physician brought the problem to her attention. There are 
also referrals made by this Association for medical care 
so that the figure given statistically in tbls study is 
not representative of the close working relationship with 
the Visiting Nurse Association. 
The request of one patient was for a refill of a pre-
scription and the other for a letter to the public assist-
ance agency. A patient's son requested help in securing 
fuel from General Relief. The mother of a young patient 
came lnto the office of the social worker as she was most 
anxious regarding her child's condition. None of the re-
quests made by the patients or their families proved to be 
comprehensive services. If the problem is more general it 
has usually previously been presented by the family to the 
physician who in turn referred it to the social worker. 
Two agencies referred patients. One agency requested 
medical information. A local hospital wished an extern to 
visit a patient known to them. Many such requests for a 
physician are transferred to the nurse on the Home Medical 
Service who handles such matters. The social worker keeps 
t- ---
a mental note of these patients as this may eventuate into 
a case or become a cooperative case w1th another agency. 
The social a~ncles ln the community now know the Home 
Medical Service quite well end if there is just e medical 
problem the a~ncies telephone directly to the nurse on the 
Service. 
One can infer from the 79.1 per cent of the referrals 
made by the externs that there is an awareness amongst them 
of tbelr patients' problems. Not only are they aware of 
the problems but ere referring them to a source of help. 
Table VIII~ page 27~ is a breakdown of the referrals 
made by the externs on the Home Medical Service. Nursing 
home referrals was a large category which involved compre-
hensive service in most instances. The worker evaluated 
the economic, social and emotional assets of the patients 
and also the negative factors. A physician may recommend 
nursing home care and the patients may resist for various 
reasons, some of which are fear of losing or leaving home. 
Because the people are medically indigent there ls the eco-
nomic problem of ftnanclng such care; Ald to Dependent 
Children and Old Age Assistance have been most cooperative 
1n meeting financial needs in this respect. 
- -- ===---- - -
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TABLE VIII 
DISTRIBUTION OF REFERRALS MADE BY EXTERNS 
Reason tor Referral No. Per Cent 
Behavior Problem l 1.1 
Camp Placement l 1.1 
Collateral Information 3 3.4 
Employment l 1.1 
F1nanctal Problems 39 45.0 
II Follow-Up Regarding Further 13 15.0 Medical Treatment 
Housekeeping Services 1 l .. l 
Mar 1 tal Problem 2 2.3 
Ne gle ct ot Children l l.l 
Nursing Home Care 7 a.o 
Placement ot Children 7 8.0 
Preparation for Psych- 5 6.0 iatric Treatment 
Resistance to Hospital- 3 3.4 tzatlon 
School Problem 3 3.4 
Total 87 100.0 
The financial problems, which appeared as the largest 
category ot referrals, were quite varied. Four were for 
increases ln the public assistance budget which also in-
volved obtaining of medical information. Eighteen of the 
financial problems were tn the area of obtaining medica-
tion and medical supplies. Five requests were for trans-
portation, some involving the need for the worker to ac-
company the patient. Notification of patient's illness to 
the public assistance agencies, or transmitting of medical 
information involved four of the referrals. One patient, 
receiving General Relief, was referred for the question of 
eligibility for Aid to Dependent Children. Reimbursement 
for medication related to two patients and the remaining 
requests, five, were for patients who were entirely with-
out funds. 
Thirteen of the referrals were for follow-up. This 
involved at times jus·t a ohecklng of the medical record, 
reminder to patients regarding the need to return to 
clinic or the more comprehensive service of working 
through patient's resistance. 
During a mother's hospitalization or illness the 
worker ls called upon to place children. The worker first 
thinks of placement wt th rela ttves or housekeeping service 
if there is a father or relative ln the home (no twenty-
- -~ 
tour hour housekeeping service ls available). Lastly the 
soclal worker wlll consider placement in a foster home or 
institution. At times the placement of the children ls 
the deciding point in the elimination of the mother's re-
sl!tance toward hospitalization. The mother has been re-
alistically concerned with the care of her children and if 
a satisfactory plan is made for them she ls able to follow 
medical advice. 
Resistance toward hospitalization has also many 
facets. It involves fears of the patients regarding what 
will happen to them physically, fear of lostng their homes, 
not wishing to leave the family and tear of the unknown. 
School problems varted from procurement of a home 
teacher to inability of the child to adjust to school. 
Collateral information was a service given by the worker 
to the externs in the Family Study Program. This was ben-
eficial to them ln aiding their understanding of their 
"family". The other reasons for referral include behavior 
problem, child placement, emplo:yment, housekeeping service, 
marital problems and neglect of children. Table VIII ls 
of benefit in glvtng a picture of the types of referrals 
made by the e.xterns, knowledge of what they expect of the 
social worker and the services rendered by the worker. 
It was suggested that it would add to the understand-
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ing of how the social worker functions in the Home Medical 
Service lf the author considered how many requests directly 
involved the patient's illness and how many less directly. 
The author can state from her own experience in this 
Service that a large percentage of the patients referred 
had problems directly involving their illness but there 
was such a multitude of facets to the cases that it was 
difficult to statistically analyze tbem. 
TABLE IX 
DISTRIBUTION OF CASES BY OTHER PROBlEMS FOUND 
Origin 
Patient 
Family 
Extern 
Total 
No. 
l 
l 
10 
12 
Per Cent 
8.5 
8.5 
83,0 
100.0 
In twelve of the total number of cases referred other 
problems ware found. The reasons for referral 1n these 
twelve cases were for tangible services. The author wishes 
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to clarify at this point that in the other referrals such 
as nursing home care, follow-up regarding further medlcal 
treatment, preparation for psychiatric treatment and re-
sistance to hospitalization there may have been numerous 
tacets to the problem. This means that the twelve cases 
stated above is a minimal figure. 
In both instances of referral by the patient and the 
famlly there was request for communication with public as-
sistance agencies. The patient projected hts own inade-
quacy on others. The son of a patient was mentally re-
tarded and the General Reltef workers would not accept the 
inadequacy of this boy. After a great deal of work on the 
part of the worker and a psychiatrist aid was given the 
patient. Her son is being followed by another agency. 
In two cases in which the patients had a diagnosis of 
rheumatic fevel' there was overprotectton by a parent. A 
chlld was referred for a school problem and there appeared 
to be also a marital problem which may or may not have 
affected the youngster. One patient was referred for em-
ployment and there appeared to be a need for psychotherapy. 
Financial need of a patient was stated as the problem and 
commitment to a mental institution became a necessity. 
The components involved ln thls particular aspect of the 
study are qutte difficult to answer statistically as there 
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were numerous problema involved 1n various types of 
referrals. 
I 
II 
I 
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CHAPTER IV 
CASE ILLUSTRATIONS 
The presentation of these cases ls not an attempt to 
evaluate case work practice but rather an effort to demon-
strate the types of referrals and services the social work-
er on a Home Medical Service is asked to provide. 
Camp Placement 
Patient, a six year old boy, was referred for camp 
placement. The diagnosis was questionable rheumatic 
fever. The mother of this lad was over-protective and am-
bivalent regarding camp. Hts father wanted and insisted 
that the child go to camp. With the worker's support the 
mother was able to make up her mind. Patient missed the 
opening of camp due to a cold but the mother herself ar-
ranged hts transportation at a later date. The child 
spent the month of July in camp. 
The referral for a camp placement involved finances 
and also the mother's attitude toward the child and the 
camp experience. Over-protectiveness is found ln many of 
the cases of rheumatic fever. 
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Financial Problems 
Patient, a thirty-two year old married woman, was re-
ferred by the e~tern as there was no food or money in the 
home. The patient was in a depressive state. In coopera-
tion with the husband and the Psychosomatic Clinic patient 
was seen ln the Cllnlc. Necessary papers were made out 
for commitment for observation at Boston State Hospital. 
The social worker accompanied patient and her husband to 
the hospital in a taxi. She also arran~d for the husband 
to receive General Relief. There were no children to help 
with the planning but the patient's husband was very 
coopers tl ve. 
Although this case appeared on the surface as an eco-
nomic problem there was also a psychiatric problem. There 
was cooperation between the patient's husband, Psychosoma-
tic Clinic, General Relief and the social worker ln working 
I 
out a plan to meet the needs of this patient. 
***** 
One of the externs referred a patient for a medical 
statement necessary for the patient and his family to re-
ceive public assistance. Patient was a forty-three year II 
old married man with a diagnosis of scabies. Both he and 
..=...,_;__ - ~ -- -- - - - -=-~'-----=--~ =ilc- -
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his wife were alcoholic and the children were out of school 
wlth scabies. The home situation was deplorable. The in-
come was inadequate for a family of ten. Every asenoy ln 
the South End had known thls family. Patlent was resist-
ing going to work. 
The Soclety for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children ' 
initiated court action for neglect and the children were 
placed temporarily. The Court gave the parents a few 
months to clean up the home. All the &@Sncies ln the com-
munity cooperated in provldlng essentials for the home and 
in attempting to rebuild a wholesome home. The social 
worker of this Service was no longer active but provided 
medloal information to other agencies. 
What appeared to be a referral for a slmple service 
changed to a more comprehensive service upon further in-
vestigation. This involved an understanding of the father 
and mother, how they affect the children, knowledge of com-
munity resources and we lghing the negative and posl ttve 
factors of the home. 
Patient, a sixty-eight year old widow, was referred 
to Social Service by ·the extern to maet the need for 
scales. Patient had heart disease and needed frequent 
-- ------'=-== 
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frequent weighing to determine fluld accumulation. The 
Old Age Assistance worker was contacted by telephone and 
the request later made ln writlng. The worker from the 
other agency attempted to have this purchased. 
Many requests are made by the physicians for penlcll-
lln and other medications. If the patient ls recelvlng 
any type of aid the physician now takes care of this mat-
ter directly and lt is now only ln cases where the patient 
is not receiving ald and cannot afford the medication or 
unusual medications or medical supplies are recommended 
that patients are referred to Social Service. 
***M-
Patlent, a seventy year old female, suffered from 
arteriosclerotic heart disease and complications and was 
referred to Social Service. Tb8 worker arran~d for trans-
portation to the hospital for x-ray and accompanied 
patient at the physician's request. At the time there ap-
peared to be no further problems. Thls ls a simple service 
which the social worker has been requested to give on 
numerous occasions. 
Follow-Up 
Patient was a thirty year old married woman who was 
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referred by the e~tern for follow-up (diagnosis deferred). 
The worker learned that the patient came to clinic but had 
not returned for a later appointment. A letter was sent 
requesting patient to come into the hospital to see worker 
but the patient did not. A home visit was made at which 
time patient stated she was quite nervous taking care of 
all her children. Her husband was in another city. The 
reason she gave for not returning to clinic was that she 
had no one to care for the children. The lump ln her 
throat affected her so that she had difficulty in swallow-
ing and speaking and was unable to sing (professionally 
and in church).- Patient stated she would return the fol-
lowing week as her husband would be out of the hospital 
and able to care for the children. 
Another home vislt was made. Patient's husband had 
returned to work and there was no one to care for the 
children. Ne~t week tbe children will have vacation and 
patient wlll have a baby sitter come ln. Patient was ner-
vous and afraid that the physician would put something 
down her throat and choke her. During conference it was 
decided that a physician who knew patient at Boston Clty 
Hospital would visit her. He dld with no success • . Follow-
up was attempted two more times without any success . 
This woman at first rationalized that she could not 
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vlstt the cllnlc because of her children who would be left 
alone. Her fear of being hurt was qutte strong and due to 
lt she refused to return although various members of the 
staff vlslted and attempted to overcome tbls. 
Patient was referred to Social Service by the extern 
who had attempted to vlsit patient but was unable to galn 
admission on three consecutive vtslts. He requested that 
a letter be written inqulrlng about thls and when he may 
vlslt again. A letter was written to patient and a reply 
received from her. It appeared that patient was unable to ,, 
hear the knock on the door and requested that the extern 
ring her bell. The extern was advised of thts and able to 
gain admission. 
Some of the referrals made regarding follow-up ln re-
lation to further medical treatment are just a matter of 
checking patient's Out-Patient Department record while 
others involve home visits and an understanding of the 
real reasons for patient's resisting coming to clinic. 
Marl tal Problem 
Patient was referred by the extern who was concerned 
with the family sltuatlon ln which the chlld was acutely 
II 
aware of the difficulties between his parents. The father 
of the boy deserted and the mother was left with five 
children. The patient was undernourished and there was a 
questionable recurrence of rheumatic fever. The father was 
alcoholic and left the family financially stranded numerous 
times, family receiving General Relief from time to time. 
As the father was working and under court order to support 
the family, the probation worker would have to take action. 
Under the present circumstances patient's mother was not 
eligible for Aid to Dependent Children. The husband later 
returned to the home. 
Wben the case was indexed the worker learned that the 
family was known to the Family Society. The mother con-
tinued to see the Family Society worker and the case was 
closed by this worker. 
The physician was aware of the problem and the worker 
from the Home Medical Service and the other agency were in 
agreement. The case was referred back to the agency which 
had been working with the family and the information shared 
to benefl t all. 
Medical Inquirz 
Patient, a seventy-seven year old widower, was re-
ferred to Social Service by the Old Age Assistance visitor. 
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She reque s ted a letter tndtcatlng patient's condition and 
need for constant care. A more adequate budget would be 
secured so that patient's sister-in-law can remain home to 
care for patient. 
It is interesting to note that the Old Age Assistance 
visitor instituted the increase in patient's budget. 
Periodically a request is made from the public assistance 
agencies for medical information. 
N ur slng !!2!!!!, £.!::!. 
Patient was referred by the e~tern for an evaluation 
of patient's social situation in regard to possible nurs-
ing home care. This woman was a st~ty-sl~ year old widow 
living alone in a rooming house. Her tnoome was derived 
from Old Age Assistance. Patient gets confused about tak-
ing her medication but was very adamant about not w1sh1ng 
nursing home care which meant leaving her pre sent environ-
ment. Due to the severity of patient's condition she was 
hospltallzed. Her physician recommended hospltallzatlon 
because of her physical condition whiCh appeared more ac-
ceptable to her than nursing home care. 
Patient, a forty-one year old nsrrled woman, was re-
"!U 
ferred by the extern for nursing home care. The husband 
had suggested rest home care. The worker learned that the I 
husband was really interested ln permanent care away from 
home. Patient was being seen in the Psychosomatic Clinic 
but psychotherapy was discontinued as lt did not appear to 
be of value. She did not wish to go to a nursing home as 
she felt her husband wished her to go into a mental bospt- I 
tal. 
The patient did not wish to be transferred to a nurs-
ing home as she belieyed her husband wis.hed her to be com-
mitted to a mental institution. Her belief was based 
partially on reality as her husband did not wish her to 
continue to remain at home. She was not psychotic and the 
Cllnlo advised patient and her husband that she was not 
committable. 
Placement of Children 
Patient was referred to Social Service by the extern 
as patient's children had to be placed during her hospltal-1 
ization. The second husband was separated from patient and 
she had no relatives to keep the children, four boys rang-
ing from two to ten. The children were placed at the New 
England Home for Little Wanderers and the mother hospital-
ized wtth Ald to Dependent Children meeting the expense. 
='-"--=7 - - ---- ~-::: .;=. =~----.: 
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The extern referred this patient to the Social Service 
Department as her premature child could not be returned 
home as patient had a case of mumps. The child was at 
Boston City Hospital and the worker was asked to tnua~e the 
continuation of the baby's stay until the mother recovered. 
The baby was safely returned home after the social worker 
notified the Boston City Hospital of the mother's conditio~ 
The placement of the children in both instances en-
abled the mothers to have adequate medical care. 
Preparation ~ Psychiatric Treatment 
Patient, a thirty-five year old married woman, was re-
ferred after Psychosomatic Conference when it was decided 
that patient be offered treatment tn the Psychosomatic 
Clinic. Her diagnosis at the time of referral was acute 
an:xtety hysteria • . After some discuss ton with the patient 
1t appeared that she was interested in psychiatric help 
and arran~ment was made for an appointment. She followed 
through on the recommendation and did keep her appointment. 
Resistance ~Hospitalization 
A forty-nine· year old separated woman receivtng Gen-
----
I 
eral Relief was referred by the extern as she refused 
hospltallzatton although extremely weak and unable to care 
for herself. When the worker vlst ted she learned that 
patient was afraid of losing her room lf the rent was not 
pald. Patient agreed to hospitallzatlon after the worker 
stated that she would contact tbe General Relief worker re-
garding room rent. Patient was asked 1f she would like the 
worker in the hospital to be contacted so that she would 
have someone to discuss her problems with. Patient was 
pleased to have someone interested in her and the social 
worker was contacted. 
This woman had a fear of losing her home and when re-
assured that this could be avoided was quite willing to 
follow the reco~ndatlon for hospitalization. The 
worker's understanding of the patient's fears and her 
knowledge of community resources was of great value 1n 
reaching the goal. · 
Patient was referred by the extern due to a refusal 
to be hospitalized. This woman had living with her a 
daughter. The daughter appeared to have a great deal of 
conflict tn her relation to her mother and her lllness. 
She refused to encourage the pattent regard1ng bospitallza-
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tton but would be agreeable to it if her mother decided in 
a positive way. There was some discussion with the 
daughter and with her mother but hospitalization was not 
accomplished at this time. At a later date this case was 
re-opened upon the daughter's request. The relat tonshlp 
I 
built by the worker was of value in serving the interest or '' 
the patient and the daughter When a crisis erose. The 
mother was hospitalized and the daughter given a greet deal ' 
of support. 
This case illustrates how on the basts of relationship 
previously established tn times of a crisis the family is 
able to return to the worker for help which they were not 
able to accept at an earlier time. 
School' Problem 
This patient was referred by the extern following a 
Psychosomatic Conference. The girl~ nine years of age~ 
had three sl.blings end the family was receiving General 
Relief. Enuresis was the diagnosis. Patient was not 
happy ln publlc school and desired to attend parochial 
school as her sister did. Referral to Social Service was 
made for the purpose of discussing with the mother possible 
transfer. 
Two days after referral the mother visited the worker 
II 
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ln her office. The mother was unkempt and vehement in man-
ner. The mother just recently recovered from pneumonia and 
the father needed a hemorrhoidectomy. When the worker in-
quired how the child got along with other children the 
mother burst into tears and said that was her problem too; 
she had no friends. The mother considered having the child 
go to a parochial school but there. was no room. It was 
suggested that she speak to the Sister and another appoint-
ment was given for the mother to return to see worker. 
The mother did not keep the appointment but the worker 
met her in the hospital corridor at a later date. She said 
she wanted to talk to the worker, was very excited. She 
stated someone was trying to put her in a rest home because 
of tuberculosis and believed the worker was involved as 
well as the public assistance visitor. The family was 
being followed by a third-year medical student in the 
Family Study Program and the worker stated she would check 
with the doctor.. The mother did not speak to the Sister at 
the parochial school as the child had been ill. She was 
involved with her own problem and it was difficult to di-
rect the interview to tba child. 
The following week the mother kept her appointment. 
The situation regarding tuberculosis had been cleared up, 
it was a relative who had the tuberculosis. Worker was 
t----
also seeing the sister of this woman in relation to scabies 
I 
tn the family. The mother accompanied her sister to the 
worker's office on several occasions but would only discuss 
her sister's situation, saying the sister could not talk 
for herself and she was ~ere to tell the worker how bad the 
situation was. She dismissed contact with herself by 
stating she hoped to move to the country in the Spring. In 
as much as the mother did not appear desirous of contlnuin~' 
contact wlth the worker at this tlme the case was closed to 
be re-opened as indicated by the extern following the 
family. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
Through a study of the one hundred and ten referrals, 
the writer proposed to flnd the answer to several questions 
related to these referrals. It is understood that the 
answers will not be applicable to the entire field of 
Social Service. This is due partially to the type of 
service, home care, and also as the emphasis ls on the 
care of the medically indigent in an atypical area of the 
ctty. The questions raised were: 1) Who are the people 
referred? 2) What are the reasons for referral to Social 
Service? 3) Who 1s the originator of the referral? 
4) Are there other problems than the reason for referral? 
It was seen by the age grouping that although the re-
ferrals spread from infancy to old age 41 per cent of the 
referrals were for patients sixty years of age and over. 
The marital status gives one a picture of a large popula-
tion living alone. Although there is a large Chinese pop-
ulation 11ttle use 1s made by this race of the Home Mad-
leal Service; the largest group referred betng of the 
white race. There is a large population receiving finan-
cial assistance from public agencies. The largest group 
of referrals was made for patients with chronic disease. 
-- -- -~-=-- - - - -- - -=---'---1f---=-
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The sources of referral appear weighted in tha area 
of referrals by the externs and the next largest group 
was made by the public assistance workers. All the re-
ferrals by the latter were for medical information. The 
reasons for referral in the extern referred group were 
mostly in the area of financial problems. Follow-up re-
garding further medical treatment was the next lar~st 
reason for referral. Nursing home care and placement ot 
children were two large groups. The other referrals mads 
by the externs were for preparation for psychiatric treat-
ment, resistance to hospitalization, school problem, col-
lateral information, behavior problem, camp placement, 
employment, housekeeping services and neglect of children. 
In twelve of the referred casas other problems ware 
found. Many mora problems may b.ave been evident but due 
to the nature of the referral the scope was limt ted. The 
author is thinking in particular of referrals for medica-
tion wherein patients and their families may never have 
been seen and thereby limited the opportunity for investi-
gation in this area. Because of this the importance of 
training of the externs and others interested in the 
welfare of the patient has been directed toward the under-
standing of the social and emotional factors involved in 
illness and sharpening their awareness of this. The 
----=-- ---...::::=::.-=--~-~--
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author is of the belief that the Social Service Conferences 
have been beneficial in meeting this need. 
The social worker Ls called upon to give llmlted 
brief services such as supplying medication, medical au-
plies and transportation for some persons and also the 
more comprehensive services of working through patient's 
resistance to hosp1.taltzation, placing the children durtng 
hospitalization of parents, nursing home planning and pre-
paring patients for psychlatrlc treatment. She part1c1-
pates in the teaching of social and emotional factors to 
the medical students. Also, she supervises two so.ctal 
work students, one of whom is the author. The worker ls 
an important factor ln alleviating the intrinsic and e~­
trtnstc factors which obstruct the patient's response to 
medical care. All of the above ts related to the function 
of the medical setting which concerns itself with the pre-
vention of illness and promotion of health. 
Ap~~: I •/ /J 1 ~1r. c:o___:i::::· 
Richard K •. Conant 
Dean 
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APPENDIX 
-- -
SCHEDULE 
Name: Date of Blrth: 
Address: Se~: 
Color: 
Dlagnosts: Marital Status: 
Ald Status: 
Date of Referral: 
Origin of Referral: 
Reason for Referral: 
What Other Problems Found: · 
~----===--=--= 
MASSACHUSETTS MEMORIAL HOSPITALS 
Social Service reference form to be used ~ 
kxterns on nlstr~servTCe----
-
Name ·of Patient: 
Address: 
Floor: 
Name of husband or wife and date of birth: 
Names of children and dates of birth: 
Nearest relatlve in same household: *(Name, age, relation 
to pa tlent) 
If patient is living alone, name and address of nearest of 
kin or friend: 
Source & amount of income: (Indicate a~ncy lf receiving 
public a1d-O.A.A., A.D.C., P.WJ 
Does patient have any mental or physical handicap to 
present illness? 
Has patten t re eel ved mad ic al care previously: (When and 
where?) 
Diagnosis: 
Problem for which patient is being referred to Social 
Service Department: what discussion has doctor had wlth 
patient or patient's family re: referal to Social Service; 
ls patient able to come to OPD to see worker? 
Date __________________ __ Signed by ____________________ _ 
